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Choosing Density, Adapting Density  
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• Adaptation 
• Livability 
• Wellbeing 



Density and Sustainability 
In the more recent discourse around the 
field of urban sustainability, high density 
has consistently emerged as the 
preferred or even necessary 
development strategy, a notion rooted in 
the imperatives of resource conservation 
and optimization  

 



Density: The Urban Sustainability Multiplier 

“High Density urban living 
significantly shrinks our 

per capita ecological 
footprints by reducing our 

energy and material 
needs. We may also find 

that through improved 
urban design, our cities 

can become more 
accessible and 

community-oriented places 
that are safer and healthier 

for their residents”  

Source: Wackernagel and Rees, 1995) 



Research in the last fifteen years 
by Newman and Kenworthy on 
automobile dependence and 

sustainable urban development, 
points out that there is a great 

deal of interaction between urban 
density and transport-related 

energy consumption. 
Newman and Kenworthy's 

famous hyperbola “Urban density 
and 

transport-related energy 
consumption” shows a high 

correlation 
(R2 = 0.86) between average 
urban density and intra-urban 

transport-related energy 
consumption per capita.  



Green Paper on the Urban 
Environment  
(European Commission in Brussels -
CEC 1990) 
Calls for a return to the compact 
city influenced by the fact that 
many historic European cities and 
towns have densely developed 
cores which are seen as ideal 
places to live and work. 
 
It is advocated the proximity of 
economic activities brings 
efficiency gains and technological 
innovation capacity to cities while 
reducing resource and energy 
consumption. 
 
 

 
The Compact City: European Ideal,  

Global Fix or Myth? 
 

US: A reaction against urban sprawl 

UK Urban Task Force (1999) : 
“The most obvious way of reducing the 
impact of a city is to make it more 
compact, since this will reduce the 
overall areas (impacts) on the built 
environment” 



“Manhattanization”  
New York (2011) 
• Population: 8,244,910 
• Area : 790 sq. km. 
• Density: 10,436.59 persons per 

sq.km 
 
 
 
Manhattan (2010) 
• Population:1,585,873 
• Area : 59.5 sq. km. 
• Density: 26,924 persons per sq.km 



GREEN MANHATTAN 
Why New York is the greenest city in the U.S. 
By David Owen, Published in The New Yorker 10/18/04 

“My wife and I got married right out of college in 1978. …….we 
decided to make our first home in .. New York State. For seven 
years, we lived, quite contentedly, … our living space measured just 
seven hundred square feet, and we didn’t have a dishwasher, a 
garbage disposal, a lawn, or a car. We did our grocery shopping on 
foot, and when we needed to travel longer distances we used public 
transportation. Because space at home was scarce, we seldom 
acquired new possessions of significant size. Our electric bills 
worked out to about a dollar a day. The utopian community was 
Manhattan. 

The observable sustainability gains in the economic realms 
are quite compelling, given that agglomeration of people and 

wealth have boosted both urban and regional economies, with 
higher productivity gains, urban innovations and enhanced life 

quality in terms of job diversification and opportunities for 
creativity and growth.  

 



"Cities Are Making Us More Human" 
by Edward Glaeser  20th Dec 2011 

  
“The basic point is that people who live in densities are 
much less likely to drive long distances than people who 
live in lower densities. And people who live in urban 
apartments all typically use less electricity at home and 
less energy at home heating than people who live in larger 
suburban or rural homes. A single family detached house 
uses on average 83% more electricity than urban 
apartments do within the United States.” 

 



Glaeser: “I think the most important thing cities do today 
is to allow the creation of new ideas. Chains of 

collaborative brilliance have always been responsible for 
human kind’s greatest hits….. It helps us to know each 
other, learn from each other and to collectively create 
something great. In some sense, cities are making us 

more human. Our greatest asset as a species is the ability 
to learn from the people around us…. Cities enable us to 

get smart by being around other smart people.”  

His view is shared by urban theorist Richard Florida, who famously 
argued that a 'creative class' of talented professionals flocks to vibrant 
global cities for work and lifestyle opportunities and in turn contributes 

to their growth 



Densification has its detractors 
But it is argued that density per se is not important; rather it 
is the urban forms and use functions that would determine 
sustainability outcomes  

Spacemate: The spatial logic of urban density 



 
 
Many still see cities the way Thomas Jefferson did, as 
“pestilential to the morals, the health, and the liberties of 
man.” 



Source: http://www.citymayors.com/statistics/largest-cities-density-125.html 
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Top 50 Largest cities in the world ranked by population density  



• In the populous cities in Asia, where average urban 
densities already range from 10,000 to 20,000 persons 
per sq. km, almost double the rates in Latin America, 
triple those in Europe, and 10 times those found in US 
cities  

• A good way of gauging the demographic density of Asian 
cities is to compare them with others in the world – 
London, Moscow and Tokyo have approximately the 
same density, but Mumbai is six times denser.  

• Densities in Paris are lower by half than those found in 
Bangkok.  

• Shanghai accommodates six million people within a 
seven km. radius, but Paris within a 14 km radius.  
 

 

High Density 



Source: United Nations (2008), World Urbanization Prospects: The 2007 Revision 

Asia and Africa are urbanizing more rapidly than 
the other regions 
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Rapid Urbanization 

 In 2010, Asian cities home to 
1.76 billion 

 The proportion of Asia’s urban 
population increased from 31.5 
per cent in 1990 to 42.2 per cent 
in 2010 

 Estimated that between 2010 
and 2020, 411 million people will 
be added to Asian cities, or 60 
per cent of the growth in the 
world’s urban population. 

 
 
 

Forms of urbanization  
 Rural-Urban 

Migration 
 Natural Increase 
 Circular Migration 
 Urban to urban 
 International 

Migration 



Spatial Transformation 
• “The production of globally orientated 

spaces in the inner city cores can be seen 
in the massive and continuing construction 
of office and hotel space mostly by 
transnational corporations….The 
production of consumption spaces can be 
observed by the immense conversion of 
living space into commercial space in the 
city cores….[which] are increasingly 
developing into a place of consumption, 
with modern supermarkets, fancy 
restaurants, and posh coffee and retail 
shops…in the urban periphery, large 
shopping complexes have been 
established” (Douglass & Huang, 2007:22) 

• Verticalization and Horizontal Expansion 



 
Reports estimated the annual 
demographic growth rate at 
2.6% per year on average, 
compared with 5.5% for urban 
surface areas, with the net 
effect of an overall density 
decline of 3.4% on average 

 
 

Spatial Transformation 

Beijing 

Shanghai 



Urban Population Density of 8 Metropolitan Areas (pers./km2) 
(Source: http://www.urban-age.net/10_cities/_data/data_UAC.html) 

New York City London Shanghai 

Mumbai Mexico City 

Berlin 

Johannesburg  Delhi 



Asian Cities: State of the Environment  
 In The State of Asian Cities 2010/2011, it was 

reported that “…the growth of Asian cities is 
not environmentally sustainable” 

 The average ecological footprint of most 
Asian cities is in excess of 5 ha per head, and 
on an upward trend, suggesting that current 
consumption patterns are unsustainable 

 Air pollution in Asia causes as many as 
519,000 premature deaths every year 

 Weak Infrastructure development 
 Unsustainable consumption and production 

models  
 Water supplies and food security are 

becoming a critical challenge and will be 
aggravated by climate change 



Whose Livability? 

While urban scholars continue to debate on what should be 
the appropriate mode of city growth, this paper posits that 
the more important question lies in the area of conscious 
choices – what are the local policies and strategic 
objectives (or “pathways’) chosen for sustainability.  

Choice? 
 



Dharavi, Mumbai 



Kowloon walled city 
   “Supposedly the most 
densely populated area 
on earth before it’s 
demolition in 1993, the 
Kowloon Walled City in 
Hong Kong had buildings 
so cramped that most 
residents don’t see 
sunlight (at all).” 
 

Area – 0.026 km² , Population prior to demolition – 50,000 approx, giving it a population 
density of  1,900,000 / km² 

 



28 Hong Kong 

• Population: 7.07million (mid 2010) 
• Land Area :1108 sq.km 
• Gross Density: 6,540 persons per sq. km. 
• Kwun Tong: 54,530 persons per sq. km 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Built-Up Land = 24% 
• Net Density: 26,882 persons per sq.km 



Architecture of Density 

Source: Michael Wolf -  http://www.artnet.com/artwork/425116656/architecture-of-density 

http://www.photomichaelwolf.com/hongkongarchitecture/52.html
http://www.photomichaelwolf.com/hongkongarchitecture/53.html
http://www.photomichaelwolf.com/hongkongarchitecture/4.html
http://www.photomichaelwolf.com/hongkongarchitecture/43.html
http://www.photomichaelwolf.com/hongkongarchitecture/39.html
http://www.photomichaelwolf.com/hongkongarchitecture/46.html
http://www.photomichaelwolf.com/hongkongarchitecture/42.html
http://www.photomichaelwolf.com/hongkongarchitecture/23.html
http://www.photomichaelwolf.com/hongkongarchitecture/22.html


As at 31 March 2009 

HOS: Home Ownership Scheme, PSPS: Private Sector Participation Scheme,  
MIHS: Middle Income Housing Scheme, PRH: Public Rental Housing 
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Source: Tay, L, Surbana 2010  

China’s Eco-Cities 



  “the eco-city has come to occupy an 
important place in the symbolic firmament 
of Chinese developmentalism”  

 The focus on technological solutions to 
urban problems has been  criticized as 
inadequate and superficial 

 Resonates with the ideals of Howard’s 
Garden Cities: the concept of “necessary 
utopianism” was seen as an “important 
antidote to the siren of incremental 
environmentalism” [White, R.]  

34 

It is envisaged that many more 
of such cities will be built 

 
But the extent to which this 
approach will solve China’s 

environmental woes still being 
debated 

 

The approach has been criticized as “utopian” 
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35 

2011 (mid-year) 
Population:5,183,700 
Land Area:714.3 sq. km. 
Density:7,257 persons per sq.km 



Source: HDB Annual Report 2011 



Planned, High-rise, High-density 



HDB Densities 

Source: HDB Annual Report 2011 



TC = Town Centre 

NC = Neighbourhood Centre; 

P  = Precinct 

 

New town Area: 25,00 – 50,000 du 

Neighbourhood:  4000 -6000 du 

Precinct: 500 – 1000 du 

New town structural model 
Source: Wong and Yeh (1985) 

Traditional Neighborhood Planning  

Note: This does not apply directly to newer  towns such as Punggol  

 



Livability and Lovability 
 Greenery 
 Urban spaces 
 Good designs 
 Spacing between 

buildings 
 Varying heights  
 Amenities 

 

Can such towns yet evolve into livable communities and neighborhoods where 
residents find homes, jobs, comfort, safety and friends? 



41 





Source: http://www.hdb.gov.sg 
 

http://www.hdb.gov.sg/
http://www.hdb.gov.sg/




Housing Typologies and Environmental 
Performance 
 Sky View (exposure) 
 Façade Daylight 
 Façade Incident Solar Radiation  
 Wind (Natural Ventilation) 
 
These variables have direct or indirect implications on various aspects 
of human comfort, psychological well-being, and building energy 
consumption.  

Predominant 
Wind (NE) 

Predominant 
Wind (SE) 



How do people view density? 
What do people see as important? 



…. I think in my case, we do need fans throughout the day, it’s kind of warm inside. 
Because my windows don’t have …the kind of direction where the wind can pass 
through, so I open my doors throughout the day, throughout the day it’s open, but 
we need fans. 

…For me I prefer to have higher floor because open the door, at least I can see the 
sky, I can feel better lah. Because the flat already so small, at least you can see the 
sky is big, all in front of you.  

…“in (my town) also, I think because .. my dad tells me, the army is flying…I’ve been 
staying in (this town) for10 years now, I kind of get used to it, and it’s okay, it doesn’t 
really bother me…it’s a noise that we can deal with….its `just that my master bedroom 
is facing the highway, so I think that’s only the traffic. But I think generally my family 
is able to deal with it since we’ve been living there for 10 years”. 

Ms. S:.I feel …it’s a kind of a crowded environment, the estate itself is crowded, and 
throughout the time there are movements of people. So there is, it is free from 
crime and harassment, to some extent. 
Moderator: So the design is important. So when the design is open, you will feel safer 
because people can see. 
Ms. S. Yes, see each other. And also I think the lighting also plays a part when it 
comes to these kinds of things, if the lightings are adequate in all the places there are 
less chance for crimes to happen. 



Neighboring 

Moderator: Yeah I think when, as we have more 
elderly in Singapore, having a good neighbor 
who can watch out for us is important. 
Mr. M: Well it’s happened, my neighbor who is 
an old lady, she had the past Saturday or 
Sunday, she got some breathing problem, 
immediately her daughter called me, so I fetched 
up her to the hospital. I took her in the car to the 
hospital. Because it’s those moment they know 
they used to call us immediately. They may get 
taxi, but immediately going inside, taking them. 
Moderator : You are a good neighbor. 



Places of neighboring - Familiarity 

Places of incidental neighboring 

Places of deliberate neighbouring 

But yeah depends on 
their work schedule 

apparently also, 
sometimes they just, 

sometimes we don’t even 
know they live on the 
same floor as us, until 

you see them very 
frequent, then you 

realize, okay hi. Then 
sometimes when you 

enter the lift you press the 
same floor and then 
you’re like “you live 

here?”, cause we really 
don’t see each other very 

often. Yup. 



Acceptance, Learning and Adaptation 

…I think … we generally 
don’t have very high 
expectations of a good view 
of the flat that you want to 
choose. Of course then you 
make the best, you hope; 
within that expectation, you 
hope that you get something 
that is good to your liking. I 
mean I don’t expect that you 
could have, something that 
would excite me would be 
that I could have water 
features within a HDB 
compound, then that would 
be something, that would be 
above expectations 

I think at the end of day, when you are 
very stressed at work or very busy, you 
just want to go home to a very relaxed 
environment, so my family chooses 
something facing the rooftop garden, 
because I think the plants, they really, 
y’know, its very hectic, like we all have 
hectic schedules and we only come back 
around 7 onwards. So even on 
weekends or on rainy days when we 
can see the rain right outside our 
houses, or falling onto the greens, I 
think it really sort of relaxes our 
family. Yup, in that sense. 

Well, I think, I can’t ask much, being 
honestly in Singapore, if got greenery 
ah, I’d be very happy 



Adaptability and Change  
• Planned housing environment: process of formalistic 

urbanization 
• Planning for social change 
• Growing familiarity with people and places 
• Evolving communities: socialization and learning 
• Ordinary people, ordinary lives, but far from homogenous  
   





“Pack them in, build them up” 

Straits Times 25th March 2009 



“Who wants a densely packed 
Singapore?” 

Straits Times 26th March 2009 



Thriving Density?  
Be wary of potential pitfalls 

Straits Times 27th March 2009 



Pack them in?  
It will spoil an enviable lifestyle 

Straits Times 27th March 2009 



Green Space 

Source: National Parks Board,  Singapore’s 4th national report to the Convention of Biodiversity,  http://www.cbd.int/doc/world/sg/sg-nr-04-en.pdf 

http://www.cbd.int/doc/world/sg/sg-nr-04-en.pdf
http://www.cbd.int/doc/world/sg/sg-nr-04-en.pdf
http://www.cbd.int/doc/world/sg/sg-nr-04-en.pdf
http://www.cbd.int/doc/world/sg/sg-nr-04-en.pdf
http://www.cbd.int/doc/world/sg/sg-nr-04-en.pdf
http://www.cbd.int/doc/world/sg/sg-nr-04-en.pdf
http://www.cbd.int/doc/world/sg/sg-nr-04-en.pdf


Population:: 65. million 
Land Area: 759 sq. km. 

Built Up 
Land 

Built-Up 
Land (%) 

Gross 
Density 
Persons 
per sq. 

km 

Net 
Density 
Persons 
per sq. 

km 

Land 
Consump-

tion  
Sq.km.  

per 
person 

Scenario 1 523.0 69% 8,600 12,400 80 

Meet Population Growth by drawing on Greenfield Land 
Scenario 2 455.4 60% 8,600 14,300 70 

Control Land Balance at 60-40 (Developed: Greenfield)  
Scenario 3 493.4 65% 8,600 13,200 76 

Graduated Increase of Land Balance to 65-35 (Developed: Greenfield)  

The Population Conundrum : Scenarios for 6.5 m 

Current: 5 million, 60% built-up, gross density= 7300 ppsk. Net density: 10-11,000 ppsk 



Existing Density in HDB Towns 



Density Scenarios 
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Source: HDB Annual Report 2010/2011 

“…however, there is little consensus on how dense high-density residential development should 
be, nor on what are the impacts of such urban environments on residents”  

Dempsey, Brown, Bramley, 2012  



HDB Densities 

Source: HDB Annual Report 2011 

Housing Density 
(thousand dwellings 

per sq km) 

Population Density 
(thousand people per sq 

km) 

Gross Density 7.7 24.0 

Net Density 17.3 54.0 

Projected Gross Density 9.1 27.3 

Projected Net Density 20.5 61.5 





Well being & Quality of Life   

   
 

 “A city’s quality of life is more important than business-
related factors…..individual programs and policies 
which respond to a particular business need will 

probably be of limited success in encouraging firms to 
expand or attract new firms if they are not part of a 
comprehensive effort to improve quality of life in the 

city” (for its inhabitants) 
     (Penne, et al 1986) 

 
  



 Population 
profile 

Population growth 
(% of crude birth rate-
crude death rate+ net 

immigration rate) 

(Total) Fertility 
rate:  

no of children per 
woman 

Dependency ratio: 
100x(population from 

0 - 14 years 
old)+population (65 

years old and 
above))/population 
(15-64 years old) 

Healthy life and 
healthcare 
services 

Life expectancy: no. of 
years a newborn infant would 

live if prevailing patterns of 
mortality at time of its birth 

were to stay the same 
throughout its life 

Health condition: % of 
residents suffering from life-
style related diseases (top 4 

disease burden: 
hypertension, diabetes, high 

total cholesterol, obesity) 

Out-of-pocket health 
expenditure: % of monthly 
household expenditure on 

health 

Public expenditure on 
health as proportion of 

GDP 

Availability to 
healthcare: No. of 
doctors per 10,000 

population 

Educational 
attainment and 

services 

Life-long learning 

Education for 
sustainability 

Public 
expenditure on 

education 

Housing 
provision  

Availability of 
housing: 

homeownership rate 
(% of occupied units 

that are owner-
occupied) 

Affordability of 
housing: house 

price per income 
ratio 

Housing standard: 
floor area per 

person 

Well-being and 
safety 

Level of stress 

Income 
distribution 

Long-term 
unemployment 

rate 

Crime rate 

Social 
cohesion 

Social spatial 
segregation 

Sense of 
community 

Social trust 

Community Wellbeing  









Quo Vadis?  
 “Marco enters a city; he sees someone in a square living a life or an 

instant that could be his; he could now be in that man's place, if he had 
stopped in time, long ago; or if, long ago, at a crossroads, instead of 

taking one road he had taken the opposite one, and after long 
wandering he had come to be in the place of that man in the square. By 

now, from that real or hypothetical past of his, he is excluded; he 
cannot stop; he must go on to another city, where another of his pasts 

awaits him, or something perhaps that had been a possible future of his 
and is now someone else's present. Futures not achieved are only 

branches of the past: dead branches.” 
  

― Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities 

 



Thank You 


